Unit 8 Assignment: Apply what you have learned about formal language and academic writing to write your own article that could potentially be published at the reputable internet website you used to locate the article you used for the Assignment you wrote for Units 4 and 6.

Select an article from the website that identifies a specific controversy or change relevant to your field of study. Write a 2 to 2 and 1/2 page academic essay that establishes your own thesis about that controversy or change. You can, for example, analyze the effects of this change, offer a solution to the controversy or problem, or analyze the implications of the controversy.

Support and develop your ideas and claims by incorporating relevant paraphrased and quoted information from 2–3 additional relevant and reliable secondary sources from either the KU Library or published on the web. Give appropriate credit to all paraphrased and quoted source information by including in-text citations, signal phrases, and a References page in your article. Utilize 6th edition APA formatting for your citations and references.